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Ramesh Mario Nithiyendran: 
Polymorphic Idols
In conversation with Gill Minervini

Vivid Sydney Festival Director Gill Minervini sat down with 
Ramesh Mario Nithiyendran to chat about his new work, 
commissioned for the largest event of its kind in the world, 
and his read on contemporary monuments, spectacle 
and audience engagement. Ramesh’s large-scale, 
multi-limbed and mutli-headed installation will be 
presented to over 2 million visitors expected 
at this first iteration of the festival since 2019, 
and coincides with the special edition launch 
of his Thames+Hudson monograph and 
his Sullivan+Strumpf solo exhibition 
Polymorphic Idols, exclusively 
online.

Ramesh Mario Nithiyendran in  
his studio with Fertility Figure II, 2022
earthenware, 128 x 54 x 40 cm
Photo: Mark Pokorny
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+ TO SEE AVAILABLE WORKS BY RAMESH MARIO NITHIYENDRAN 

ACCESS THE VIEWING ROOM BY ENTERING YOUR EMAIL ADDRESS 

bit.ly/rameshmn

VIVID SYDNEY FESITVAL: 27 MAY - 18 JUNE, 2022  
EXHIBITION: POLYMORPHIC IDOLS, FROM 26 MAY

https://bit.ly/rameshmn
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2 Dane Lovett
Foxglove 21, 2019
oil and acrylic on poplar panel
60.6 x 40.6 cm
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Installation view of Ramesh Mario Nithiyendran’s Earth Dieties, 
2022, sculptural light installation for VIVID Sydney, 27 May – 18 June 
2022. Produced with collaborators Mark Dyson, Lighting Designer, 
DarkHouse (Australia), Zoe Robinson-Kennedy, Curator, Creative Road 
(Australia) and Racheal Dease, Sound Artist (Australia). 
Photo: Mark Pokorny 
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2 Ramesh Mario Nithiyendran 
Elephant Figure with Helmet, 2022
earthenware
72 x 33 x 30cm
Photo: Mark Pokorny

Gill Minervini (GM)/ This is the first Vivid Sydney festival 
I’ve directed, and it brings together all the things I love. 
Public art, ideas, music, and the incredible canvas that 
is Sydney. This year, I want to explore the relationship 
Vivid has with its own city, what that means and ask: what 
makes great cities feel amazing? What is that palpable 
energy, that beating heart making them incredible places? 
Nine times out of ten, it’s about creativity, whether it’s 
architecture, food, people, stories, or history. I wanted 
to explore a variety of artists’ voices and their response 
to it. Signature works, like yours Ramesh, respond to the 
site, the city, to things we find in cities. What emerges is 
a narrative about our city, what we have in common with 
others, and what sets us apart.

Ramesh Mario Nithiyendran (RMN)/ I grew up in Auburn, 
Western Sydney, in a migrant refugee community. I was 
never taken to art galleries or museums, but we would go 
to festivals that were public facing or more democratic 
in terms of access. Therefore, I’m excited to present 
something outdoors, immersive and large scale for the 
Vivid festival. With Vivid, people expect something 
experiential and buzzing. With the sculptural work I’m 
creating, the first level of engagement will be spectacle. 
This will be created by the number of lights, scale, colour, 
movement, the soundtrack and the iconic nature of what’s 
around the work. It will be surrounded by the Opera 
House, the Harbour Bridge and Luna Park! I want my work 
to feel simultaneously incongruous and congruous in 
terms of its relationship to these surrounding monuments.  
I also want the work to feel anti-monumental. 

GM/ It’s been my life’s work to break down gallery and 
theatre walls and present to the public things they might 
not necessarily seek out. One of my early experiences was 
as the Festival Director of Mardi Gras in Sydney, years ago, 
working with amazing artists. The parade and those parties 
were giant public art projects. I then directed Art and 
About for City of Sydney for many years, then Winter Fest 

“I want my work to 
feel simultaneously 
incongruous and 
congruous in terms 
of its relationship to 
these surrounding 
monuments. I also want 
the work to feel anti-
monumental.”
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work was made by a human. And, that there are multiple 
ways to read the work. 

GM/ The contemporary image I have of monuments 
now is them toppling over. This is certainly a thought-
starter, asking what does the new monument look like? 
What is it about? How does it represent this incredible 
location, audience and occasion? I wanted that handmade 
feel because the whole premise of Vivid is creativity, 
innovation, technology. That doesn’t mean it’s not human. 
Your work is the most fundamentally tactile. I love that 
because it’s not something Vivid’s done a lot of and that’s 
a game changer. Vivid can still be innovative, creative, and 
bring these ideas to the fore, but in a very different way.

RMN/ Activating works with light and electricity is 
powerful. People generally have more literacy with 
moving images connected to light. Working with light 
and animation has potential to democratically engage 
audiences.

GM/ Totally. When I was very little, growing up in 
Adelaide, every Christmas on the banks of the Torrens, 
the local brewery would put on a light show. There was 
this volcano and a mechanical sculpture of Vulcan would 
come out, spewing fire. I was only about three or four, 
but I remember that as clearly as anything. When kids 
see your work, it’s exactly the kind of work that will stay in 
their minds. They’re not thinking about monumentalism, 
they’re going to have a visceral reaction and it will excite 
them. It might scare them a little bit because the volcano 
scared me a little bit, but it’s going to be in their memory. 
We can intellectualise works and that’s important, but with 
an event like Vivid, the sheer delight, energy and emotion 

“We are creating new 
monuments, new ways of 
seeing our culture. This 
work of yours exemplifies 
that. I love its scale. It’s 
in an amphitheatre of 
monuments in terms of the 
Opera House, the Harbour 
Bridge and Luna Park.”

for Dark Mofo… I’ve always been interested in dynamics 
that happen with large and diverse audiences. I’ve never 
tried to dumb it down. The more progressive leadership 
you show through the art you present, the more your 
audience will respond. When we did the first Dark Mofo, 
we were amazed at how many families came and loved 
it. It will be similar with your work, leading a conversation 
about monuments, who they’re for and how we walk 
past public art every day and don’t notice it, because 
it’s been there for 100 years or more. We are creating 
new monuments, new ways of seeing our culture. This 
work of yours exemplifies that. I love its scale. It’s in an 
amphitheatre of monuments in terms of the Opera House, 
the Harbour Bridge and Luna Park. It’s powerful to draw 
people in with the spectacle, the ‘wow’ and all the lights, 
and then ask them to think about what this work is.

RMN/ I agree. When I was looking at Hickson Road 
Reserve and imagery of the site at night, I noted it seemed 
like a postcard setting. When many think of Sydney, this is 
what comes to mind.  

GM/ Absolutely. It’s the picture, the postcard. 

RMN/ The other element I considered when creating 
this work was photographic traction. In the last two 
years especially, we’ve come to further understand the 
significance of an artwork’s life online. The way works 
are virtually presented, consumed and disseminated can 
meaningfully extend a work. I was strategic to conceive 
the proportionality and size of my work for Vivid in relation 
to humble modes of photography. I think this work will be 
photographed.

GM/ I have no doubt!

RMN/ I thought, how could I create a major sculptural 
work that would invite a level of phone photography that 
heightens some ideas I’m exploring? How could I present 
a contemporary artwork that encourages people to see 
the world differently via their experiences of mediation 
with a lens?  On a very basic level, I wanted this work to 
have a sense of physical and figurative multiplicity. The 
head is four-sided. The figure has multiple legs and its 
expressions are visible from various angles. This multi-
limbed sentiment connects to figurative representation 
within Hinduism and other imaginative styles of 
representation present in animation or mythological 
narratives. I believe creating works that have the potential 
to invite multiple avenues of speculation can be powerful. 
Throughout history, towering figures in public space have 
often promoted singular or propagandist narratives.

GM/ Well, they’re very politicised, aren’t they?

RMN/ That’s it. I am exploring possible antidotes to this 
lineage. In doing so, I wanted it to be apparent that this 
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your work will create is something you won’t necessarily 
get in a gallery. 

RMN/ I love art. It can provide these formative moments 
of encounter where you’re not prescribed a way of 
viewing the world. A thriving culture provides permission 
to speculate. We can have room for non-linear ways of 
thinking and value these approaches.

GM/ There are many entry levels into this work and I’m just 
so excited that you’re part of Vivid. Your work symbolises 
many things about where this country is right now, and 
where we’re going into the future. That’s important to have 
in the largest festival of its kind in the world. It’s going to 
bring a whole new dimension to the experience—and to 
about two million people that visit the festival!

RMN/ Oh, thank you! I imagine as the Artistic Director 
overseeing the identity of such a high-visibility program, 
you must feel pressure. How do you manage that?

GM/ There’s going to be people that love your work, 
people that like something else more, and people that 
don’t. I’m happy for that. Across the 50 artworks we’ve 
got, there’s something for everyone. It’s a narrative, a 

cast of characters if you like, and some people are going 
to like some characters more than others. It’s about the 
whole experience. Part of it is never dumbing down and 
presenting the best work we can. Hand on heart, I have 
done everything I can to do that. There is work like yours, 
and then in Darling Harbour we’ve got a Bellagio style 
massive water, light, and music show that might be more 
accessible for some people, and there’s a part of you or 
me that will love that work as well. I go back to the quality 
of audience experience, though it’s not an exact science. 
That’s all you can do and be true to yourself. You’ve 
got to have an enormous amount of confidence in your 
decisions. The absolute joy for me is being in the crowd 
when no one knows my involvement and watching people 
enjoy it. That is the best gift in the world. Thanks for being 
part of it.

RMN/ Pleasure. I can’t wait! 

Ramesh Mario Nithiyendran 
Pink Spiky Figure, 2022
earthenware and automotive spray
74 x 58 x 30cm
Photo: Mark Pokorny
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